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Not Wanted on the Voyage is a novel by Canadian author 
Timothy Findley, which presents a magic realist post-modern re-
telling of the Great Flood in the biblical Book of Genesis. It was 
first published by Viking Canada in the autumn of 1984.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Not_Wanted_on_the_Voyage
Not Wanted on the Voyage - Wikipedia

Not Wanted on the Voyage - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Not_Wanted_on_the_Voyage
Not Wanted on the Voyage is a novel by Canadian author Timothy Findley, which
presents a magic realist post-modern re-telling of the Great Flood in the biblical Book of
Genesis. It was first published by Viking Canada in the autumn of 1984.

Not wanted on the voyage: Timothy Findley: â€¦
https://www.amazon.com/Not-wanted-voyage-Timothy-Findley/dp/0670803057

Goodreads 4/5
Amazon 4/5

Not Wanted on
the Voyage
Novel by Timothy Findley
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Not Wanted on the
Voyage is a novel by
Canadian author Timothy
Findley, which presents

a magic realist posâ€¦

Wikipedia

Author: Timothy Findley

First published: 1984

Number of pages: 208

Genre: Sci-Fi
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https://www.amazon.com/Not-wanted-voyage-Timothy-Findley/dp/0670803057
Not Wanted on the Voyage is the story of the great flood and the first time the world
ended. It is a brilliant, unforgettable drama filled with an extraordinary cast of remarkable
characters: the tyrannical Noah and his indomitable wife, Mrs. Noyes; the aging and
irritable Yahweh; a chorus of singing sheep; and a unicorn destined for a horrible death.

Not Wanted On The Voyage by Timothy Findley -
Goodreads
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1101679.Not_Wanted_On_The_Voyage
To ask other readers questions about Not Wanted On The Voyage, please sign up.
Popular Answered Questions well, I guess the ending is showing that the voyage is on
the inner and never ends. the parts we play may change, the settings may change, but
the voyage goes on and on.

Not Wanted on the Voyage-Timothy Findley
notwantedonthevoyage.blogspot.ca
Thesis: Timothy Findleyâ€™s Not Wanted on the Voyage is a comprehensive cogitation
of humanity in all times and places. It is at once tragic, hilarious, touching and base; it is
among the greatest works of fiction to grace Canadian literature.

Not Wanted on the Voyage by Timothy Findley | The â€¦
https://canadianbookreview.wordpress.com/2010/12/06/not-wanted-on...
Dec 06, 2010 · Shortlisted for the 1984 Governor-General's Award for Fiction Selected for
Canada Reads 2008 Not Wanted on the Voyage, much like Timothy Findley's writing in
general, tends to be a love-it-or-hate-it thing.

"Not Wanted On The Voyage" by Timothy Findley. - â€¦
https://www.writework.com/essay/not-wanted-voyage-timothy-findley
This is a critical response to Timothy Findley's "Not wanted on the voyage". ... novel, by
Timothy Findley, is a VERY dark version of the biblical Noah story. The characters have
now been roundly completed, and are vividly drawn and universally flawed, in a typical
Findley-esque fashion.

Not Wanted on the Voyage by Timothy Findley -
Bartleby.com
https://www.bartleby.com/essay/Not-Wanted-on-the-Voyage-by-Timothy...
In Timothy Findleyâ€™s novel â€œNot Wanted on the Voyageâ€�, Findley satirically tells
the problem of modern age familyâ€™s problem which is isolated family units, parent-
with-child relation problems, and an extramarital relationship.

Not Wanted On the Voyage : Timothy Findley by ashton
...
https://prezi.com/.../not-wanted-on-the-voyage-timothy-findley
Not Wanted On the Voyage : Timothy Findley Family Relations of life-Destruction of
relationships. Reasons of a dysfunctional family - head of family is Noah

Not Wanted on the Voyage-Timothy Findley: Apologia
notwantedonthevoyage.blogspot.com/2008/11/apologia.html
Nov 17, 2008 · Timothy Findley is absolutely out of his mind. His novel, Not Wanted on
the Voyage, is an ingeniously crafted looking-glass into â€¦

Timothy Findley's Not Wanted on the Voyage: an â€¦
canadianpoetry.org/volumes/vol42/nielsen.htm
Findley, Timothy. Not Wanted on the Voyage. Markham: Penguin, 1985. Foley, Michael.
"Noah's Wife's Rebellion: Timothy Findley's Use of the Mystery Plays of Noah in Not
Wanted on the Voyage." Essays on Canadian Writing 44 (1991): 175-82. Fox, Matthew.
Original Blessing. Santa Fe: Bear, 1983.
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